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ABSTRACT
This paper presents OpenFOAM computational results of
the flow in the Hölleforsen hydraulic turbine draft tube
model. It is a contribution to the third Turbine-99 workshop on draft tube flow (www.turbine-99.org). The boundary conditions and the wall-function grid of Case 1: Steady
calculation is used. Turbulence is modelled using the stanmodel with wall functions. The results are analdard
ysed at sections where detailed measurements are available.
Detailed comparisons between the results presented in this
paper, computational contributions from other participants,
and measurements are available in the workshop proceedings (see www.turbine-99.org).



INTRODUCTION
This paper is a contribution to the third Turbine-99 workshop on draft tube flow. The Turbine-99 workshops study
the turbulent flow in the Hölleforsen draft tube model. The
model is located at Vattenfall Utveckling AB in Älvkarleby,
Sweden. Detailed velocity and pressure measurements has
been made by Andersson [1] at a number of measurement
sections. These measurements are used both to set the correct boundary conditions and to validate the computational
results. The geometry and the measurement sections are
shown in figure 1.
The present work evaluates the newly released OpenSource CFD tool OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation and
Manipulation, www.openfoam.org) for hydraulic turbine
draft tube applications. The available source code makes
a detailed insight into the numerical modeling possible. It
also makes developments and tailoring of the code possible. Many researchers throughout the world are using
OpenFOAM, which allows international exchange of development. This work is an example of where the OpenFOAM common platform facilitates international collaboration. There are also OpenSource pre- and postprocessing
utilities included in the OpenFOAM distribution, but they
are not used in the present work except for file conversion.
In the present work the simpleFoam application is used,
which is a steady-state solver for incompressible, turbulent
flow of non-Newtonian fluids. It is a finite volume solver using the SIMPLE algorithm for pressure-velocity coupling.

The computation has been run in parallel on 10 CPU’s on a
Linux cluster, using the automatic decomposition methods
in OpenFOAM. The version number used for the computation is OpenFOAM 1.2.

THE CASE
The case studied in the present work is the one referred to
as Case 1: Steady calculation, which corresponds to 60%
, and is close to the best efficiency
load, a head of
for the system. The grid for this case is a predifined blockstructured hexahedral grid with approximate first-node wall
distances of
and
grid points. The standard
model has been employed to model the effects
of turbulence. The final OpenFOAM results yielded firstnode wall distances of
with an approximate
average of
. The grid is shown in figure 2.
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Boundary conditions
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The axial ( ) and tangential ( ) velocity boundary conditions were linearly interpolated from the measurements
along a radial line at cross-section Ia, yielding steady axisymmetric inlet boundary conditions. The radial velocity
( ) profile was impossible to measure, and the radial velocity distribution was therefore defined by the workshop
organizers so that the flow is attached to the runner cone
and the draft tube wall. The following relations are used:
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 L1M . The velocity profiles were corrected with a factor  1O
in order to get the correct volume flow, PQ%R :TSVUW .
The wall velocity at the runner hub was set as a rigid
body rotation with a runner speed of XYZ[1:+3\R . On

the other walls the velocity was set to zero. At the outlet
a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition was used for
the velocity.
Since the computation was made with the standard
model, the turbulent kinetic energy, , and the turbulence
dissipation, , needed to be specified on the inlet. From the
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Figure 2: The grid used in the present work.

(a) Upper wall centerline.
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measurements the RMS values of and  were
available,

corresponding to the Reynolds stresses ,  and  . The
rest of the Reynolds  stresses were estimated by the work and 

 . The
shop organizers as 
turbulence inlet boundary conditions were set using linear
interpolation of the measurements along the radial line at
cross-section Ia as



 

(b) Lower wall centerline.
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with a turbulence length scale of

, and a standard
. In these relations
the fluctuating velocities ( ,  and  ) have been multiplied
with the same factor (
) as the velocity components. Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions were used at all
walls for both and , in order to make the wall function
implementation consistent. Recirculating flow was allowed
at the outlet, with a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition where the flow was directed outwards, and constant
values of
and
(derived from the inlet
average) where recirculation occurred.
The pressure has the homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition everywhere except at the outlet, where it is set to
zero.
No surface roughness has been used in the present computation.
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NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Discretization schemes

(c) Measurement cross-sections.

Figure 1: Geometry and measurement sections. (pictures
from the workshop guidelines)

For the convection divergence terms in the turbulence equations the Gamma discretization scheme [2] was used. For
the convection divergence terms in the velocity equations
the GammaV scheme was used, which is an improved version of the Gamma scheme formulated to take into account
the direction of the flow field. The Gamma scheme is a
smooth and bounded blend between the second-order central differencing (CD) scheme and the first order upwind
differencing (UD) scheme. CD is used wherever it satisfies the boundedness requirements, and wherever CD is unbounded UD is used. For numerical stability reasons, however, a smooth and continous blending between CD and UD

is used as CD approaches unboundedness. The smooth transition between the CD and UD schemes is controlled by a
blending coefficient  , which is chosen by the user. This

coefficient should have a value in the range
,
the smaller value the sharper switch and the larger value
the smoother switch between the schemes. For good resolution, this value should be kept as low as possible, while
higher values are more numerically stable. In the present
has been used.
work a value of 
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PSfrag replacements
The linear solvers used in the present work are the AMG (al
gebraic multi-grid) solver for the pressure with  
10
0
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
(number of cells at lowest multi-grid level) and the
Iteration
BICCG (incomplete-Cholesky preconditioned biconjugate
gradient) solver for the rest of the variables. Before solving Figure 3: Residuals. Chosen averaging interval shown with
an equation for a particular field, the initial residual is eval- dashed lines (6000-6361 iterations)
uated based on the current values of the field. After each
solver iteration the residual is re-evaluated. The residual is
evaluated by substituting the current solution into the equation and taking the magnitude of the difference between the
left and right hand sides; it is also normalised in to make
it independent of the scale of problem being analysed. The
solver stops if either of the following conditions are  reached
1) the residual falls below the solver tolerance,  , 2) the
ratio of current to initial residuals falls below the solver rel 
ative tolerance, 
. In the present computation
the tol 
and 
erances were set to 






   for
the pressure equation and 
 and 
  
for the rest of the equations. In reality, only the 
values are used in the present case since simpleFoam is a
segregated solver and there is thus no need to fully converge
each equations unless the rest of the equations are fully converged. The initial residual of each equation is used as a
measure of the final convergence,
and it is compared with

the solver tolerance,  , to assess convergence. When the
residuals of an equation has reached convergence it is no
longer solved for.
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Under-relaxation
In the SIMPLE solution algorithm the progress of the solution must be under-relaxed. In the present work underrelaxation factors of 0.2, 0.7 and 0.5 has been used for the
pressure, velocity and the rest of the equations, respectively.

Convergence
Figure 3 shows the development of the residuals for the
present computation. The residuals drop rapidly in the initial phase of the computation. However, later on they start
oscillating in a very periodic fashion about a mean level
which could be acceptable for a complicated case like this.
Taking a closer look at one of these periods the unsteadiness
in the residuals are actually inherited from unsteadiness in
the computed flow, which yields an unsteady vortex rope.
One period in the fluctuating residuals corresponds to one
period in the vortex rope. Figure 4 shows two snapshots
of the flow to show the magnitude of the flow oscillations

Figure 4: Snapshots of the flow at the symmetry plane at
two selected iterations, which shows the magnitude of the
fluctuations in the vortex rope region. The solid lines are
where the vertical velocity is zero, which indicates the size
and location of the recirculation region in the vortex rope
region.

in the vortex rope (the difference between the figures is the
magnitude of the oscillations). The numerical modelling
in the present computation was thus unable to fully dampen
the physical fluctuations in the flow. This means that the turbulence model and the discretization schemes are not overpredicting diffusion, which is a strength of OpenFOAM.
This shows that it is very important that the user checks
if the results from the steady solution really are steady.
The rest of the results in the present paper are derived
from the average of the results at all iterations between
iterations 6000-6361 (one period), which yields a ’quasisteady’ solution.

(a) CS Ia

(b) CS Ib

Computational time and parallel performance
The computational times are approximately 15s (wall time,
including some output) and 7s (CPU time) per iteration
on 10 CPU’s, on a dual node AMD Opteron cluster with
2.2GHz CPU’s, 500MB RAM/CPU, 1MB cache/CPU and
a 100Mbps Ethernet network. The parallel processing
in OpenFOAM has some optimization utilities that could
merge the wall- and CPU times, but they have not been
incorporated in the present work. The default settings in
OpenFOAM require a high-speed network. The present
computer architecture, with dual nodes and a limited bandwidth for each pair of CPU’s and a slow network may thus
affect the parallel efficiency. The small subdomains on each
CPU in the present computation (100,000 cells per CPU)
may also reduce the parallel efficiency since the communication will take more time in relation to the computation on
each CPU. The present work has however not been focused
on optimizing parallel performance.

(c) CS II

(d) CS III

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Here some of the flow features from the computational results are visualized. Comparisons with reliable CFX results [3] (not included in the present paper) indicate that the
OpenFOAM results can be trusted. Comparisons with the
experimental results and computational results from other
contributors are available in the workshop proceedings.

Velocity distributions
Figure 5 shows the secondary velocity distributions at crosssections Ia, Ib, II, III and IVb. Figure 6 shows the throughflow velocity distribution at cross-sections II and III.

Wall smearlines
Figure 7 shows wall smearlines, visualizing secondary flow.
(e) CS IVb

Streamlines
Figure 8 shows some streamlines that visualize two vortical
regions, the vortex rope and the recirculation in the sharp
heel.

Figure 5: Velocity distributions at Cross-Sections Ia, Ib, II,
III and IVb. The vectors are colored by red when they have
a component to the right and blue otherwise.

(a) CS II

Figure 8: Streamlines visualizing the vortex rope and the recirculation in the sharp heel. They are colored by the static
pressure.

Integral quantities
Figure 9 shows through-flow developments of the computed
mean pressure recovery factor and energy loss coefficient.
The mean pressure recovery is defined as
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where    
 is the dynamic pressure at
cross-section Ia. The energy loss coefficient is defined as
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(b) CS III

Figure 6: Through-flow velocity distributions at CrossSections II and III.

coefficient is directly coupled to the variation of the mechanical energy in the system. A lower value means less
loss for the draft tube.
In figure 9 the integral quantities are computed at a number of cross-sections along the draft tube (see figure 10),
keeping the integral at cross-section Ia constant.

Engineering quantities
There are three engineering quantities required for the
workshop. The pressure recovery factor is defined as

(a) Side view.

(b) Bottom view.

Figure 7: Smearlines visualizing secondary flow.

;  21 ACB3DED  3 = 1 ACB3DED
 =   B
  P 21 U!)   B - is the dynamic pressure at
where  
=   B^
cross-section Ia. ; ACB3DED is the averaged wall static pres1
sure at cross-section IVb and 3 = ACB3DED is the averaged wall




static pressure at cross-section Ia. The pressure recovery
factor indicates the degree of conversion of kinetic energy
into static pressure where a higher value means higher efficiency for the draft tube. The mean pressure recovery factor and energy loss coefficients are the same as described
in the previous section. For the engineering quantities,

Q 1(

 is used, yielding the same values as at IVb in
figure 9. The results are:
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(a) Mean pressure recovery factor.
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The paper presents quasi-steady OpenFOAM results of the
flow in the Hölleforsen draft tube. The steady computation
was unable to dampen the physical unsteadiness in the flow,
i.e. neither the standard
turbulence model nor the
numerical schemes were diffusive enough to yield a fully
steady solution. The resulting unsteady solution was averaged over one periodic oscillation, yielding the quasi-steady
solution. Comparisons with reliable CFX results [3] (not
included in the present paper) indicate that the OpenFOAM
results can be trusted. Comparisons with the experimental
results and computational results from other Turbine-99 III
contributors are available in the workshop proceedings.
One of the aims of this work was to evaluate the OpenFOAM CFD tool for hydraulic turbine draft tube computations. The outcome of this evaluation is that OpenFOAM is
able to generate good computational results in an efficient
way. Further, the free OpenFOAM common platform facilitates international collaboration like the one in the present
paper.
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